Interaction with light is at the heart in a plethora of nanoparticle applications including drug delivery and photo-induced thermotherapy[@b1][@b2], high capacity data storage[@b3][@b4][@b5], chemical and biological sensors[@b6][@b7], solar energy harvesting[@b8], and water purification[@b9]. For nanorods, interaction of a single particle under well controlled condition has been well studied[@b10], yet the ensemble behavior of nanorods with random orientations, such as in an aqueous colloidal suspension, can be complicated[@b11][@b12][@b13] due to the geometrical anisotropy of individual nanorods that lead to heterogeneous response to light excitation. Such anisotropic response normally results in complex, heterogeneous system behavior that is also encountered in human behavior[@b14], ecosystem response to climate change[@b15], protein folding/unfolding[@b16], random fields[@b17], anomalous diffusion[@b18], and jammed systems[@b19], to name a few. An increase or loss of heterogeneity often results in a corresponding change in system dynamics and kinetics, sometimes manifested as a transition from a stretched to a compressed exponential behavior or vice versa[@b20][@b21].

In this paper, we report the experimental finding of a transition from stretched to compressed melting kinetics in an aqueous gold nanorod colloidal suspension driven by femtosecond laser pulses. Detailed analysis and large scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations elucidate the origin of the observed cross-over kinetics, highlighting the interplay between nanoscale hydrodynamics and heat transfer between nanorod and their surrounding environment.

In the experiments, we use *in situ* small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)[@b22] for the measurement of the rod-to-sphere morphological transformation of the nanoparticles. The SAXS spectrum intensity at any wave vector *Q* is the sum of the contributions of all types of particles in the ensemble,Here *n*~k~ is the fractional population of each component, , and *k* is the shape index. In this case, index *k* = 1 represents nanospheres; *k* = *K* represents the starting shape, i.e., nanorods; and intermediate values 1 \< k \< K represent spheroids with increasing aspect ratios (AR), respectively. A scattering factor *s*~k~(*Q*) is associated with each particle shape. As there is no long-range order in the dilute solution, the summation is linear over all the particles in the ensemble.

A series of melting experiments were performed at different peak laser fluences. Aqueous colloidal suspension of nanorods 45--60 nm long and AR of 3--4.5 in a were exposed to laser pulses with peak fluence ranging from 14 to 116 mJ/cm^2^, with an accumulated laser fluence (*ALF* or total fluence) in each sample of up to 20 J/cm^2^. Note that, it is the purpose to study the ensemble change as the laser melting progresses and from which we extract the statistics. In this mode of experiment, it is not our intention to keep the initial condition constant. Rather, we wish to examine the melting kinetics as ever more energy (or successive laser pulses) is input into the nanorod samples. We allowed enough time, 2--3 seconds, between the laser exposures (pulses) for the system to relax and mix. The final samples were examined by *ex situ* transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Consistent with previous studies, no fragmentation of the nanorods was observed over the range of peak fluences investigated[@b11].

The SAXS data and their corresponding TEM statistics ([Figs. 1(a) and (b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) show a clear dependence of the final particle distribution on the peak fluence. The normalized SAXS spectrum intensity, *I/I*~0~\[*Q*\], represents the SAXS spectrum after laser irradiation normalized to that before irradiation. We further denote the normalized intensity as *I/I*~0~\[*Q*~max~\] at *Q*~max~ where the maximum reduction of *I/I*~0~ is observed. Note that this *Q*~max~ does not necessarily reflect any particular characteristic length from the particles, but rather a location where the rod scattering of a given sample makes a dominant contribution.

The evolution of the scattering intensity *I*/*I*~0~\[*Q*~max~\] as a function of total fluence at each peak fluence fits well to a stretched exponential form ([Fig. 1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}),where the fitting parameter *a* is a constant offset and *β* is the dimensionless stretching exponent, essentially measuring the speed of the melting. γ, in units of fluence, sets the scale of total fluence necessary for global melting of the ensemble. They are all found to be a function of the peak fluence ([Figs. 1(c--f)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

The *Q*~max~ and *a* dependences on the peak fluence ([Fig. 1(c--d)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) can be explained by the final mean AR reached by the ensemble, and correlate well with our SAXS simulation for mixtures of nanorods and spheroids with different AR (see [Supplementary Information (SI) Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and the *ex situ* TEM examination of the samples, [SI Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): At high peak fluence, the centroid of the AR for the remaining nanorods is lower, thus lowering *Q*~max~ and decreasing the remaining scattering signal *a* at *Q*~max~.

As the peak fluence increases, *γ* decreases and reaches a stable value of about 1 J/cm^2^ for peak fluences above 21 mJ/cm^2^ ([Fig. 1(e)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The abrupt change of *β* from about 0.6 to about 1.6 ([Fig. 1(f)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) indicates a change in the melting kinetics. We note that Link et al. have measured exponential melting kinetics of nanorod using optical absorption spectroscopy[@b13] while the present SAXS measurement shows the global morphology state.

To quantify this ensemble melting kinetics, we described the melting of each population using a set of rate equations aswhere *A~jk~* is the melting rate from shape *j* into shape *k*. [Equations (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(3)](#m3){ref-type="disp-formula"} encapsulate the multitude of all possible shape transformations and their effects on the scattering signal. For simplicity, we consider a three-shape system with *K* = 3, of which a schematic is depicted in [Fig. 2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. It should be noted that a two-shape model only generates an exponential kinetics and a four or more shape model does not improve the results significantly.

The model is used to fit the measured normalized SAXS spectral intensity. We assign *s*~3~ = 1, *s*~1~ = 0, and *s*~2~ = 0.6, representing the scattering contribution the initial nanorods, nanospheres, and the intermediate shapes, respectively. The assignment is empirically based on the experiment data and Irena modelling and is relative to monodisperse nanorods, see [Figs S1 (b, d), S3 and S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the [SI](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. For the intermediate shapes, we have tried values from 0.3 to 0.7, and the fitting in [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} does not seem to be very sensitive to this number. The fitting solves [Eq. (3)](#m3){ref-type="disp-formula"} and minimizes the difference between the calculated scattering intensity using [Eq. (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the measured *I/I*~0~\[*Q*~max~\] by adjusting the shape transition rates *A*~jk~. The fitting quantitatively reproduced the experimentally measured scattering intensity as a function of ALF ([Figs. 2(f--h)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The fitting also qualitatively reproduced the overall morphological shifts of the ensemble ([Fig. 2(c--e)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) when compared with the TEM analysis, see [Fig. 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [SI Fig. S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The transition rates extracted are given in [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} as a function of the peak fluence.

For the low peak fluence case in [Fig. 2(c, f)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, the intermediate shape represents a long-lived state, with a small *A*~32~ and *A*~21~≪ *A*~32~ shown in [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} when exponent *β* \< 1 ([Fig. 1(f)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). However, as the peak fluence increases, there is an abrupt reversal of the relative magnitude, i.e., *A*~21~ \> *A*~32~ at peak fluence between 21 and 28 mJ/cm^2^ ([Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), corresponding to the prompt change in *β* from below 1 to larger than 1 in [Fig. 1(f)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. As a result, the system is never dominated by the *k* = 2 transitional shape (shown in [Fig. 2(d, e)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), and effectively maintains a bimodal distribution. The relative formation and destruction rates of the intermediate state play key roles in determining the global melting kinetics.

There are several dynamic processes that influence the melting of an individual nanorod, including energy deposition, energy dissipation, and the actual melting. The shift of the relative sensitivity of the melting process to these factors dictates the relative kinetics of formation and destruction of the intermediate shape.

The energy deposition process is dominated by the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effect. Electrodynamics calculations show that our nanorods have a strong SPR peak at 800 nm when the rods\' long axis is aligned to the polarization of the laser field and drops dramatically as the orientation deviates from the laser polarization ([SI Fig. S6](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Relative to the laser pulse duration, individual nanorods can be considered to be "frozen" in the suspension with random orientation during each laser exposure due to the millisecond rotational timescale of the nanorods[@b23].

The anisotropic SPR leads to individual nanoparticles being heated to varied peak temperatures as determined by their instantaneous orientation. At low laser fluence, this leads to a heterogeneous, partial shape transform dominated by surface melting[@b24]. As these nanorods partially melt, they become less resonant with the SPR and more difficult to heat and melt by subsequent laser exposures, thus establishing an effective energy barrier for the global melting as the population of the partially melted nanorods builds up. The presence of such long-lived intermediate states slows down the melting of the ensemble, leading to a stretched exponential decay as has been observed in folding and unfolding of proteins[@b16][@b25][@b26].

At high enough peak laser fluence, all the particles in the laser field can be heated to high temperature regardless of the SPR effect. However, since the time it takes for shape transformation is longer for a droplet with higher AR[@b27], energy dissipation starts to play an important role, exacerbated by cooling enhanced by the curvature effect at nano scale[@b28]. This may lead to an intermediate shape formation rate that is lower than its destruction rate, thus compressed exponential kinetics.

To systematically explore the complex interplay between these different effects, we performed a series of self-consistent, multi-million atom MD simulations. Simulations at a constant temperature of 2400 K show that it indeed takes a longer time for the shape of a nanorod with larger AR to transform into a sphere ([SI Fig. S7](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, upon removing water, the melting time becomes 10 times shorter, highlighting the cooling effect at the gold-water interface.

In the first set of self-consistent simulations, we subject a nanorod with AR = 1.5 to different starting temperatures. The nanoparticle temperature drops rapidly within 30 ps, accompanied by a rapid heating of the water ([Figs. 3(a) and (b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). After 100 ps, the nanorods settle either to an intermediate state (for T \~ 5000--6000 K) or transform completely to a sphere (T \~ 7000 K), summarized in [Fig. 3(c) and (d)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. We note, in all cases (even heating to 7000 K), the gold nanorod is cooled within 30 ps to below the gold melting point (1337 K). The continuing shape transformation can be understood as the evolution of a super-cooled liquid while releasing the latent heat[@b29].

[Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows a set of simulations for gold nanorods with various ARs at the same initial temperature of 7000 K. Irrespective of the initial AR, the nanorods are rapidly quenched to temperatures below their melting point after about 20 ps ([Fig. 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Though the gold temperature is about the same for all ARs, water is clearly heated to higher temperature at larger ARs due to the larger surface area ([Fig. 4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). In all cases, the shape of the nanorod continues to evolve at temperatures below the melting point ([Fig. 4(c)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The final ARs at 150 ps are summarized in [Fig. 4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and show a strong dependence on the initial AR: while the larger AR (\>2) rods remain as rods with a smaller AR, the rods with smaller AR (\<1.5) become spheres. This indicated that it may take multiple exposures for the longer rods to reach the nominal intermediate shape but only one exposure to melt the intermediate shape into a sphere. This result clearly establishes a situation where a formation rate is slower than the destruction rate for the intermediate shape at high laser fluence.

The above MD simulations are consistent with the kinetics revealed by our 3-shape model. The 3-shape model suggests that the stretched to compressed exponential crossover occurs between a peak fluence of 20 mJ/cm^2^ to 30 mJ/cm^2^, a jump of 1.5 times in fluence. Although it is difficult to directly compare the experimental laser fluence to the MD temperature, the MD simulation in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows roughly the same ratio of 1.4 between the full melting temperature (7000 K) and partial melting temperature (5000 K) for the intermediate AR = 1.5 nanorods.

It is worth noting that the practical implications of this observed transition on the heat transport rates across the nanorod-solvent interface are significant. For the same volume, the transition from a rod with AR = 4 to a rod with AR = 1.5 leads to a 20% reduction in surface area (see [SI](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For a given heat input to the nanorod, this suggests that the rate of heat transfer would decrease by \~10% as the cross-over from stretched to compressed exponential kinetics takes place. Such a change is significant in applications such as water-purification[@b9] where the goal is to maximize heat transport from the nanorods to the water. Similarly, a reduced efficiency of heat transport is detrimental for energy storage applications utilizing high thermal conductivity nanorods for efficient heat dissipation from the electrolytes. Our study thus provides operational guidelines for applications involving such nanorod colloidal suspensions.

Though it is tempting to corroborate the simulation of different particles into the experiment control, our samples always include a distribution of aspect ratios (ARs), and therefore it is difficult to directly corroborate the simulations for specific AR ratios. Even with a relatively monodisperse sample, after the first laser pulse the monodispersity will be compromised. In general, we find a complex dependence of the melting dynamics of the particles on the orientation, laser fluence, and shape. However, the simulation does provide important insight into the mechanism behind the observed kinetics.

To conclude, the observed crossover from stretched to compressed exponential kinetics signifies a dramatic shift in the underlying system heterogeneity. The complex kinetics is mediated by the creation and destruction of the intermediate shapes that serve as heating/melting barriers in the multiplicative melting process associated with the morphology transformation. These complex behaviors originate from the heterogeneous dynamics of individual nanorods in energy uptake, heat dissipation, and melting. Our observation clearly illustrates the physical pathway of the transition of the dynamics which may be important for the applications of such metal nanorods as well as understanding other complex systems consisting of units with shifting heterogeneous response to external excitations.

Methods
=======

Gold nanorods were synthesized using a seed mediated growth procedure, slightly modified from the procedure published in the literature[@b30]. First, spherical gold seed nanoparticles were produced by adding 0.6 mL of freshly made, ice/water-cooled NaBH~4~ (10 mM) to a 10 mL aqueous solution containing 0.1 M CTAB and 0.25 mM HAuCl~4~. Next, a growth solution was prepared as follows: 7.5 mL of 10 mM HAuCl~4~ and 0.45 mL AgNO~3~ with a fixed concentration were mixed with 150 mL of 0.1 M CTAB, the solution was acidified with 3 mL of 1 M HCl, and Au(III) was then reduced to Au(0) by the addition of 1.2 mL of 0.1 M L-ascorbic acid. After 5 min of aging, 0.36 mL of the gold-seed solution was added to the growth solution. The temperature of the growth reaction was maintained at 30° C for about 3 h. The as-prepared sample was centrifuged once at 8100 rpm for 30 min. The supernatant was removed, and the nanorod sample was re-dispersed in water at higher concentration for a better signal-to-noise ratio for the x-ray measurement. The average size of the gold nanorods in the sample is 10--20 nm in diameter and 45--60 nm in length. Optical absorption spectroscopy revealed a strong resonance at about 800 nm.

The melting experiment was performed at 7-ID-C at the Advanced Photon Source[@b31]. Linearly polarized laser pulses of 800 nm wavelength and 50 fs duration were focused to a 1.7 mm by 1.5 mm spot (full width at half maximum) to illuminate the sample. SAXS spectra after each laser exposure were recorded on a PILATUS 100 k detector and then azimuthally integrated to obtain the profile of scattering intensity as a function of scattering angle. The sample was held in 1-mm diameter fused silica capillaries with a section length of about 1 mm, or a volume of 78.5 μL. The estimated variation of the sample volume is ±20% considering the variation in the diameter of the capillaries. The sample was condensed to a concentration of about 2.8 × 10^13^/mL to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. The average distance between the nanorods is about 400 nm and thus collective effects can be ignored.

Large-scale multi-million atom molecular dynamics simulations were performed to explore the melting of gold nanorods in water. The potential model for gold, water and gold-water interactions are given in the [SI](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} ([Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A gold nanorod was placed in a simulation cell and was relaxed, in vacuum at 300 K, under NVT ensembles for 100 ps. Temperature was controlled using a Nose-hoover thermostat with time constants of 1 ps. The relaxation of gold nanorod was followed by random insertion of SPC/Fw water molecules. The initial water density was chosen to be close to bulk water \~1 g/mL. This system with gold nanorod and water was further relaxed for 200 ps at 300 K under NPT ensembles. Several systematic simulations were conducted, on the relaxed gold nanorod and water system, under NVE ensemble. The effect of temperature on the melting of gold nanorods was studied by simulating gold-nanorods with different starting temperatures from 1300 K to 7000 K. We have also simulated gold nanorods with different aspect ratios with starting temperature fixed at 7000 K. Noting that our particle is still smaller than those in the experiment, a comparison of particle with different size is also performed with no significant difference ([SI Fig. S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The initial temperature of the water is kept constant at 300 K. [Table S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} lists the gold nanorods simulated in this work. Simulations were conducted for up to 200 ps and the atomic trajectories (atom positions, temperature, pressure, velocities etc.) were accumulated and stored every 1 ps. The LAMMPS simulation package was used to carry out all the simulations with periodic boundary conditions with LJ cut-off of 10.0 Å for non-bonded interactions[@b32]. Trajectories obtained from the simulations were extracted to explore the structural evolution of the rod, the density variation of the surrounding water, and the temperature profiles of gold nanorods and water molecules.

Our electrodynamics calculations employed the discrete dipole approximation (DDA)[@b33][@b34] and utilized the gold refractive index data of Johnson and Christy[@b35].
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![(a) The normalized intensity I/I~0~\[Qmax\] as a function of the total fluence at different peak fluences, top to bottom 14, 21, 28, 38, 50, 66 mJ/cm^2^, with corresponding total number of pulses of 1008, 1000, 504, 120, 56, and 56, respectively. It shows the transition from stretched to compressed exponential. Symbols: measurement. Lines: fit to a stretched exponential in [Eq. (2)](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. For examples of raw data, see the [SI Fig. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. (b) Aspect ratio histograms of data extracted from *ex situ* TEM images, before laser exposure (black) and at PLF = 14 (red), 28 (blue), and 116 (green) mJ/cm^2^, showing the the drift of the aspect ratio as a function peak fluence. More details of the data are given in [SI Fig. S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. (c) *Q*~max~, and (d--f) parameters *a*, *γ*, and *β* in the stretched exponential fitting of the I/I~0~\[*Q*~max~\] as a function of PLF. Both *Q*~max~ and *a* are indications of the final melting states of the ensemble. The abrupt change of the *β* from below 1 to above 1 indicates the change of the global melting kinetics from a stretched to a compressed exponential. Lines in (c--f) are guides to eye.](srep08146-f1){#f1}

![(a) A three shape-melting kinetic diagram showing the shape transformation rates from nanorod to nanospheroids and on to nanospheres; (b) Shape transformation rates as a function of peak fluence extracted by fitting the experimentally measured I/I~0~\[*Q*~max~\] using the three shape model. (c--e) The underlying population shift among the shapes showing the role of the intermediate shape, for peak fluences of 14, 28, and 116 mJ/cm^2^ respectively. At low peak fluence the intermediate shape is long lived, while at high peak fluence the ensemble becomes a bimodal distribution dominated by the original rods and the final spheres. (f--h) The fitting (lines) of the experiment measurement reproduces the SAXS signal (symbols) as function of accumulated fluence, with the same peak fluences as (c--e) respectively.](srep08146-f2){#f2}

![MD simulation-based evolution of (a) gold temperature, (b) water temperature, and (c) AR for nanorods with an initial aspect ratio of AR = 1.5. (d) The final AR as a function of the initial temperature, for starting temperatures from 1300 K to 7000 K. In all cases, the surrounding water is initially at room temperature.](srep08146-f3){#f3}

![MD simulation-based evolution of (a) gold temperature, (b) water temperature, and (c) AR for nanorods initially heated to 7000 K. (d) The final AR as a function of the initial aspect ratio.The volume of the nanorod was kept the same in all the cases.](srep08146-f4){#f4}
